Marketing your skills
- Job interview training -

The job interview
Having successfully passed the written job application process, you will face the stage of the job interview. This workshop prepares doctoral students for that specific situation. You will be led step by step through various interview phases, learn how to avoid common mistakes and how to successfully deal with typical and critical questions.

Workshop Style
Role plays, team work, and a lot of conversation characterize this workshop. There will be enough time for individual tutoring and interview situations tailored to your specific needs.

Participants
Bring your notebooks and / or a USB stick with at least 2 GB and a typical job ad – something for which you would realistically like to apply!

The trainer
The workshop trainer, a German-American coach for business skills, studied in the U.S. and Germany. He has specialized on personal marketing strategies, effective presentations, negotiation, and cross-cultural communication skills and offers his services as career advisor for professionals, MBA Programs and international companies.